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ordinates hecomc normal ii' we examine the daily enrve of second nicans^

Avhiclx shows subordinate maxima, on April lOtli and April 24th.

Of the meteoric ordinates suggested by AVolf. four correspoi^d Avith

mmima, nine with ascents, seven Avith maxima, and six with descents in

the auroi-al curve. Of the six apparently abnormal ordinates, only two,,

those of March 3lHt and Nov. 19th, are on descending inflections of the,

auroral daily curve of second means.

There seems, therefore, good reason to look for an increase of auroral

displays, soon after every ineteoric shower.
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PLANETARYILLUSTRATIONS OF EXPLOSIVE OSCILLATION.

By Pliny Earle Chase.

(Bead before the American Philoso2)hical Society^ M<ni l(Jil(, 1872.)

The secondary centre of gyration in an exploded gas, on its return,

oh
towards the centre of gaseous mass, being, as I have shoAvn, at—y-

(7i representing the extreme excursion consequent on the explosion), we

may reasonably expect, by referring tlu^ planetary masses to similar

primary and secondary centres, to obtain evidence relative to the proba-

bility of tlie hypothesis of molar and molecular correlations. AYltether the

nebular hypothesis be true or false, the planets are oscillating under the

combined action of centrifugal and centripetal forces. In their continual

virtiral fall toAA'ards the Sun, they are subject to such disturbances as arise

from their mutual interaction, and should, therefore, tend to arrange

themselves somewhat like the particles of an exploded gas. I submit the

following exemplifications of such a tendency, the calculations being.

generally based upon the hypothesis that the planets arc cither in con-

jimction, or nebulously diffused along the entire hnc of their orbits.

1. Mercury is near the theoretical mean excursion

of gravity of the intra-asteroidal belt of planets.

Mercury* ^X .3871= 1.2903'

Venus 25X .7233=18.0832

A^ q

f —I of the centre

Earth

Mars

B1.85XL o 1.85

UyO-M%l^ 5. 079

63.o2X .88f)4=50.;l02o

IX. 8864=. 41)24 from the centre of gravity, or .3940 from the Sun, the

true distance being .3871
; f f;^f=^1.0178.

2. The actual eccentricity of Mercury's orbit : the theoretical eccen-

tricity if the oscillation Avere referred prinnuily to the intra-asteroidal

^ The values of Uie astroiiouikiU '.Icmcuts are taken from ^'orton's Astronomy, \inless-

otherwise stated.
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centre of gravity, nearly : : the actual : the theoretical mean excursion

from th.at centre of gravity. .

Theoretical eccentricity, 3X([t 9 5; .S05515 -|=.92483.

(.88()4-~.3871) --|=.89874
; ij§|?|=1 .029.

3. JN'csptune is near the theoretical explosive centre of the centre of

gravity of the three exterior phuiets.

[2847 .4X9.539-]- 410.7X19. 182();J9 f532.5XB0.037] --

[og47.4
1 .410.7H-532.5J --^--13.472

;
13.472-:-(l--|) -^30.312

;

30.312-f-30.037---:^1.009

4. Keptune's orhital centre of oscillation is near tlie orbit of Uranus.

0,0 0'^4f)5
|or30.0;!G97.-30.024G5;

^,5355^^
= 1.0439.

5. The orbital centre of oscillation for Uramis, is near the centre of

gravity of the three exterior planets. The mean orbital radius of Uranus

is about twice that of Satiirn.

13.472 (See No. 3) --(1X1^-182039) --=1. 05345.

6. The theoretical mean excursion for an explosion from the Sun to
p

Uranus, is near the centre of gravity of Uranus and Saturn.

4 of 19.18264 ---10.057; (2847.4X9.539 -| 4i0.7Xl9.18204)-:-(2847.4-i 410.7)-=

10.7697 ; 10.7097~-l0.657-.-1.0100.

7. Tlie theoretical mean excursion for an explosion I'rom tlie Sun to

Satiu-u, is near the orbit of .Jupiter.

5 of 9.539-5.299; 5.299 : 5.203 : 1.018.

" 8. The centre of gravity of Jupiter and Saturn is near Saturn's orbital

centre of gyrati(tn.

/ 2847 4
(1X^^.538852)-- (-y^-_r^-X4:.33005--i-5.2028] = 1.0220.

9. The theoretical mean excursion from Jupiter to the Sun, is near the

inner limit of the asteroid;il belt.

(1
5 5.2028 2.31230 ;

2.31230 --2.2014 -4.05.

10. The centre of gyration of Jupiter's orbital radius is near the exterior

limit of the asteroidal belt.

I of 5.2028-3.4086 ;
3.4680-^3.4205^-1.01400.

11. If all the known primary planets were aggregated at Jupiter'.s

'Orbital centre of gyration, the centre of gravity of the solar system woidd

be near the Sun's surface.

3.4086X3H.86--.r.745.24S ;
759.46 : 745.284-1.01908.

12. The centre of oscillation for the exterior asteroid, is near the orbit

of the inner asteroid.

I of 3.4205^2.2803 ; 2.2803 r- 2.2014 ^.1.03584.

13. The centre of oscillation for the theoretical inner asteroid, is near

the orbit of Mars.

I of 2.2803^1.5202; 1.52;Umi-^1.5202-:.1.0023.

14. The cenUc of oscillation from ;Mars to the Sun is near the orbit of

the Earth.

I of 1.5237 -:1. 0158.

\
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15. Tlio tlicoretieal iiicuu L'xum'.siou from 3Iar.s to the Sun, is iieiir the

orbital centre of oscillation for the Earth.

(l—5.)xi. 5237^.0772 ; .6772--.6667=.l. 01575.

10. The theoretical mean excursion from the Sun to the Earth is nearly

midway between the orbits of Mercury and Veiuis.

(.3871+.7283)^-2=.5552
;

^--.5552=1. 0000.

17. The theoretical mean excursion from 3Iars to the Sun, is near the

centre of gravity of Venus and Mercury.

05iX-3871^-25X.7238)^(8|-j-35)=.0838; .6888^.0772 (See No. 15)^^.1.01.

18. The theoretical mean excursion from the Earth to the Sun,

is near the extreme excursion or a^jhelion of Mercury.

.4660^(1— t)=l. 05.

19. Tlie theoretical mean excursion from Venus to tlie Sun is nea

Mercury's perihelion.

(l_i)X.72833-^.a3148 ; . 82148^.3075-.--:]. 04.-)42.

20. The tlieoretical mean excuision from Mercury to the Sun is near

tlie limit of the Sun's possible atmosphere (the limit at Avhich the

equatorial centrifugal force is equal to gravity).

f -I

i

[(1._|)X.387]] XB05.2504 20.005 ;•• 20.005^25.187 -1.035.

21. If the several planets were aggi'cgated precisely, as they are ap-

proximately, at direct or reverse centres of oscillation, the centre of in-
L-r -^m

ertia of the entire planetary S3^stem (y Imf'—lm) Avould be near the

orbit of Saturn.

(3JX1M-35X3-^- 81.85X:^>' ;-3iX4- -1-9307X18^ \ 2847.4X37H410.7X
542

; 582.5X81-)-^- (3J-|-25-r 31.85-3i-!-9307+2847.4-j-410.74532.5)--r

27. 28 2
; 27.28- 27--r:r1.0104.

22. Notwithstanding the variations from centres of oscillation, con-

secpient ui>on nuitual planetary interactions, the centre of planetary

inertia is still near the orbit of Saturn.

2-mr2(l,150,071,134)^2TO(18107.12)-^9.348^ ; 0.5389^9.348^1.0204.

23. The distance of the Moon's orbital centre of oscillation from> the

centre of the Earth, is very nearly a mean proportional between the limit

of the Earth's possible atmosphere and the Moon's orbital radius.

2.

-t)2 of 238,800 20,533; (24 :-l. 40937) X3902.818- -20,230
;

20,533 : 20,230 -.:1. 01155.

24. Th(^ 7;^,9 mi;a of revolution at the Earth's surface : the e(|uatorial

vis viva of rotation, nearly : : Earth's orbital radius : twice Moon's radius

of orbital gyration.

(17,000 : 1010.3)^^(91,328,000
.

'

^X238,800
^ 1.00545

* The approximate coincidence of this period with Hornsteia's magnetic cycle C26X days

Vienna Acaderay^ June lo, 1S71) is m^i^'u ni iny.


